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Hello!! 👋
2007-2011: Theoretical Physics MPhys, University of Birmingham
2010: Summer placement in gravitational waves group (my vague space 
science connection – also my introduction to Python and Git)
2011-2015: PGCE in post-compulsory education and training, primary school 
mathematics teacher
2015-2019: PhD in Materials Science, Imperial College London
2019: Fellowship with the Software Sustainability Institute
2020: Parental leave
2020: Joined Northumbria as a VCF



Hello!! 👋
Computational materials science:

solid state physics + 
quantum chemistry + 
high-performance-computing + 
software engineering 

Animation courtesy of Dr Jarvist Frost
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Accessibility
Reproducibility
Open [insert word here]
Impact
Publishing



Definitions: Reproducibility

Reproducibility
Obtaining consistent computational results using the same input data, 

computational steps, methods, code and conditions of analysis

From the US National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine:

Note: definitions differ – for an in-depth analysis of the different working 
definitions see “The fundamental principles of reproducibility”, Odd Erik 

Gundersen (RS Philosophical Transactions A, 2021)



Definitions: Open Source

https://github.com/readme/guides/open-source-licensing
https://choosealicense.com

Key points

• Open code does not mean open 
source

• Open source requires you to 
provide an OSI-approved license

• There are options within OSI-
approved licenses: e.g. –
permissive (MIT) vs copyleft 
(GNU GPL) 

https://github.com/readme/guides/open-source-licensing
https://choosealicense.com/


Definitions: Repository
A software repository (“repo”) is a storage location for software packages

These are all based on the version control software Git:  

There are several 
services available:

(most popular, 
Microsoft owned)



First, I want to persuade you that sharing your code is 
a Good Idea. I’ll start with a personal story…



18 citations

I didn’t know other people would use effmass – so why did I put the time in?

2019

Code published
With JOSS
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Computers let you make mistakes faster than any invention in human history
- Odd Erik Gundersen, “The fundamental principles of reproducibility”



What are my code sharing options?



What are my code sharing options?



What are my code sharing options?

To enable notebook interaction 
without the user having to install 

anything





What are my code sharing options?

JOSS is free and uses a fully transparent peer review process







Tools

• Github (for development, testing, distribution)
• Github Actions allows automatic testing 
• Can be used to build/host documentation: https://nu-

cem.github.io/ThermoPot

• Also useful for teaching: https://lucydot.github.io/python_novice/

• Gitlab has similar functionality

• Mkdocs or ReadTheDocs for documentation websites
• Automatic API documentation from docstrings

• Simple testing in Python – pytest
• Binder for interactive Notebooks
• Docker for reproducible environments

https://nu-cem.github.io/ThermoPot
https://lucydot.github.io/python_novice/


Communities

• Software Sustainability Institute (they have a Fellowship scheme,)
• Society of Research Software Engineering (who have a friendly annual 

conference)
• Software Carpentry (if you are learning or teaching basic computational 

skills)
• JOSS (Journal of Open Source Software)
• JORS (Journal of Open Research Software)
• ReproHacks – reprohack.org
• Northumbria research computing community (see the Teams site)
• Watch out for: Research Software Engineering Northern group



The rise of the RSEs – Research Software Engineer(ing)

RESEARCH SOFTWARE ENGINEERS - STATE OF THE NATION REPORT - 2017

Most research would be impossible without software, and this reliance is forcing a rethink 
of the skills needed in a traditional research group. With the emergence of software as the 
pre-eminent research tool used across all disciplines, comes the realisation that a significant 
majority of results are based, ultimately, on the skill of the experts who design and build that 
software. The UK has led the world in supporting a new role in academia: the Research Software Engineer
(RSE). 



Ok, you’ve heard me speak……now I have some 
questions!
• Do you use any of these tools?
• Which tools do you use for sharing code and data? Testing code? 

Documenting code and data?
• How would these ideas translate to data-driven science (Big Data) and 

Machine Learning?
• What do you feel is the culture in space and solar physics around 

sharing code and data?

Email me: l.whalley@northumbria.ac.uk
Slides will be on my website: lucydot.github.io/talks

mailto:l.whalley@northumbria.ac.uk

